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buffy summers adjustment to life at u s sunnydale has not gone smoothly she feels
awkward insecure and a bit jealous that willow s all over the college life so when the
spirit of deceased slayer lucy hanover appears to buffy in a dream with news of
impending danger the timing couldn t be worse besides there s plenty of evil afoot
as it is a unified troop of vampires has descended upon sunnydale operating with a
cohesion unusual to most bloodsuckers giles thinks a spell will help the gang
combat these foes but tension between buffy and willow gets in the way of demon
hunting before long a single moment of bad judgment catapults buffy into an
alternate future dimension where vampires reign supreme imprisoned in the body
of her 24 tear old self the slayer must uncover her past misstep and correct it or
risk facing a terrifying monster that she herself has created the first in a new serial
novel begins with the spirit of deceased slayer lucy hanover appearing to buffy in a
dream with news of danger with a unified troop of vampires in sunnydale the timing
couldn t be worse but a moment of bad judgment catapults buffy into the body of
her 24 year old self a prisoner in an alternate reality that is beyond her worst
nightmares buffy has found it harder than she thought it would be to adjust to
college life the situation s not helped by the fact that willow s adapted to uc
sunnydale like she was made for it buffy feels out of place insecure and jealous of
the ease with which willow has fitted in so when the spirit of dead slayer lucy
hanover warns buffy in a dream of imminent disaster the timing could hardly be
worse before long a single moment of bad judgement catapults buffy into a
alternate future dimension where evil triumphs and vampires rule supreme
imprisoned in the body of her 24 year old self she must uncover her past misstep
and correct it otherwise she must face a truly terrible monster that she herself has
created prophecies is the first part of a novel in four installments followed in
consecutive months by dark times king of the dead and the climactic conclusion to
the quartet original sins homecoming joyce summers is dead spike has been slain
and faith rogue slayer is gone as well southern california has fallen under vampire
rule and rupert giles is vampire king buffy can hold no one but herself responsible
for this grim possible future her own insecurities and petty jealousies led to this
moment she must now gather her inner strength and combat the demon that
inhabits the corpse of her most trusted mentor with the help of willow and the
slayerettes buffy must invoke the elements stave off a vampire stronghold and
return to her real time body but not before identifying and preventing the misstep
that brought about the oppression of those she holds closest the conclusion when
buffy wakes up in what appears to be an alternate future she is appalled to discover
that evil has overrun southern california and that vampires rule her friends have
rallied to fight a rearguard action against the new order but they are very different
from the friends she thought she knew willow is a fully fledged sorceress xander a
battle scarred humourless veteran and oz a frightening split personality but what
shocks buffy most of all is that faith is gone all her bravado unable to help her and a
new slayer has been called in her stead back in the present buffy s friends are
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puzzled by her behaviour unaware that the prophet inhabits her body either they
are going to have to find a way to bring her back to them or buffy herself trapped in
her dark future will have to find her own way home if she can overcome the
nightmare that awaits her this bibliographic guide covers the buffyverse the
fictional worlds of the acclaimed television series buffy the vampire slayer 1997
2003 and its spinoff angel 1999 2004 as well as the original buffy feature film of
1992 it is the largest and most inclusive work of its kind the author organizes and
describes both the original texts of the buffyverse episodes dvds novels comic
books games and more and the secondary materials created about the shows
including books essays articles documentaries dissertations fan production and
websites this vast and diverse collection of information about these two seminal
shows and their feature film forebear provides an accessible authoritative and
comprehensive survey of the subject in her freshman year at u c sunnydale buffy
summers is visited by a prophecy of impending danger and catapulted into an
alternate future dimension where vampires run amok because of a mistake she
made the ultimate guide for every buffy fan the unauthorized but highly
professional and sexy dusted details and reviews all 144 episodes of buffy the
vampire slayer in exhaustive detail with story summaries quotes notes on magic
character development a rolling slayer kill count and more jointly written by
lawrence miles faction paradox lars pearson wizard magazine and christa dickson
metaphorce designs this beefy guide also contains information on the buffy comic
and novel series plus heaps of behind the scenes details on this phenomenal tv
show twenty three essays by young professional philosophers examine crucial
ethical and metaphysical aspects of the buffyverse the world of buffy though the
show already attracted much scholarly attention this is the first book to fully disinter
the intellectual issues designed by whedon as a multilevel story with most of its
meanings deeply buried in heaps of heavy irony buffy the vampire slayer has
replaced the x files as the show that explains to americans the nature of the
powerful forces of evil continually threatening to surge into our world of everyday
decency and overwhelm it in the tradition of the classic horror films buffy the
vampire slayer addresses ethical issues that have long fascinated audiences this
book draws out the ethical and metaphysical lessons from a pop culture
phenomenon director producer and screenwriter joss whedon is a creative force in
film television comic books and a host of other media this book provides an
authoritative survey of all of whedon s work ranging from his earliest scriptwriting
on roseanne through his many movie and tv undertakings toy story buffy the
vampire slayer angel firefly serenity dr horrible the cabin in the woods and agents
of s h i e l d to his forays into the marvel cinematic universe the book covers both
the original texts of the whedonverse and the many secondary works focusing on
whedon s projects including about 2000 books essays articles documentaries and
dissertations this complete collection of the funniest most telling and often poignant
quotes from the emmy nominated show includes categories cross references and a
full color 8 page photo insert original kira the yellow eyed demon slayer of hansong
continues her quest to find the lost treasures of the dragon king s prophecy save
her cousin the prince unite her kingdom and defeat the demon lord contemporary
american horror literature for children and young adults has two bold messages for
readers adults are untrustworthy unreliable and often dangerous and the monster
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always wins as it must if there is to be a sequel examining the young adult horror
series and the religious horror series for children left behind the kids for the first
time and tracing the unstoppable monster to seuss s cat in the hat this book sheds
new light on the problematic message produced by the combination of marketing
and books for contemporary american young readers something wicked evil this
way comes there s something troubling about professor caligari s traveling carnival
perhaps it s that no one can recall the arrival of its hard to miss caravan of old style
wagons countless performers and horse drawn carts maybe it s the creepy calliope
music that tirelessly beckons visitors let s face it an enigma that chooses sunnydale
nearly guarantees it s up to more than wholesome family entertainment after a visit
to the carnival s hall of mirrors a once shy pair of homely sophomore twins parades
the halls of sunnydale high like diva supermodels on a runway intuiting the twins
abrupt personality change as more than a self confidence boost buffy joined by
angel giles and the rest of the scoobies decides to investigate the suspicious
carnival firsthand but soon it s apparent that the price of admission is higher than
she imagined those who enter the carnival s attractions exit changed each of the
gang soon shows extreme displays of vice willow is wracked with envy cordelia s
greed consumes her xander unleashes his gluttony angel reveals a lusty new
persona and a dark anger rises in giles but it s buffy s now blinding pride that
threatens to overpower her and in the process destroy those she loves into every
generation a slayer is born one girl in all the world to find the vampires where they
gather and to stop the spread of their evil and the swell of their numbers in our time
that girl is buffy summers but buffy is merely one slayer in an eternal continuum of
warriors for the powers that be we ve known of others the primal slayer who stalked
the earth and the forces of darkness in fierce solitude nikki the funky hipster whose
demise at spike s hands lent an urban edge to his wardrobe and a bigger bounce to
his swagger slayers by nature have a limited life expectancy for each one who falls
another rises to take her place tales of the slayer vol 1 chronicles slayers past who
have influenced and are influenced by the traditions and mythologies of yore from
ancient greece to aristocratic slayers holding court in revolution era france to the
legend of the bloody countess elizabeth bathory to 1920 s munich each girl has a
personal history a shared moral code and a commitment to conquer evil regardless
of the cost there is no time for buffy to take a vacation and she could be facing
death because there is a lot of evil in the world faith is told her destiny by diana
dormer because she is the chosen one who will stand alone against the vampires
the demons and the forces of darkness as if ring day weren t enough to make buffy
summers anxious she can t even afford one of the less expensive silver bands the
slayer has her hands full trying to figure out why an average split level house in
sunnydale has all the vampires spooked when she arrives at the library to discuss
this new development with giles a package he s received from an old folklorist in
russia reveals what s going on the stars are properly aligned for an attempt to
resurrect koschei the deathless a long dead evil sorcerer so while her classmates
are busy choosing rings to demonstrate their school spirit buffy must figure out how
to keep someone from reviving koschei and should she need to resort to plan b how
to kill him again a little investigating soon leads buffy and the gang to the
necromancer who originally killed the sorcerer an immortal russian sorceress
named yulia dryanushkina who can control vampires which explains their reluctance
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to pass by her place of residence when the crew pays yulia a visit she assures them
that with willow s assistance she would be able to kill the sorcerer again should he
be revived neither buffy nor willow are particularly comfortable with aligning
themselves with the necromancer but they have no other choice when twenty four
hours later the vampires start behaving strangely and half the senior class goes
missing the vampire spike goes to los angeles where he teams up with his former
partner angel real life battles reel life when the grand reopening of the sunnydale
drive in unleashes a cast of movie monsters on the town original off the rack gives
me hives cordelia out of mind out of sight the scoobies are used to being personally
affected when demonic nasties come to sunnydale and they re used to strange
things happening at sunnydale high after all the place is built over the hellmouth
but they ve sealed the hellmouth so they don t think anything s out of the ordinary
when items to be sold at the first annual band fund raising rummage sale are stored
in the school basement which one might recall is directly above that hellmouth once
the rummage sale begins it s clear the stuff for sale is far from ordinary people
seem to be strangely affected by the items they re buying things from undemonic
homes donated by undemonic people so the reactions these items are producing
are to say the least unexpected willow s acting weird so s xander and even buffy s
mom bought something the situation quickly spins out of control and the school has
to be quarantined leaving buffy and giles to sort things out before whatever demon
this is sells them down the river you make your own destiny with the interactive
story lines your decisions determine your fate do you have what it takes to be a
slayer or will you fail and summon a successor you make your own destiny with the
interactive story lines your decisions determine your fate do you have what it takes
to be a slayer or will you fail and summon a successor interactive storylines allow
readers to control the action and advance the story by their choices leading toward
more than two dozen possible endings in this slayer adventure that returns buffy
summers and the scoobies to the glory days of high school original buffy thought
she d finished the master when she dusted him but in sunnydale things have a way
of coming back the master may be dead but he is not forgotten one of the vampire
lord s devotees sets out to alter the past so that he can resurrect the master
without buffy s meddling when he conjures up a portal to transport his minions
through time the vampires are poised to murder the most powerful slayers in
history it is up to the scoobies to stop the master s followers before they break the
chain of slayers giles xander willow and buffy pursue the vamps back in time
through the portal to save the slayers of the past they must track the bloodsuckers
from the french revolution to the american civil war without getting detected or
worse but you can t change the past without changing the present number 13 lucky
for horror fans this award winning anthology series has now reached its thirteenth
spectacular volume and to mark the event steve jones has chosen only the very
best short stories and novellas by today s finest exponents of the horror genre
contributors to this volume include gala blau ramsey campbell dennis etchison
charles grant glen hirshberg chico kidd nancy kilpatrick paul j mcauley conrad
williams also featuring the most comprehensive overview of the year a fascinating
necrology and a list of useful contacts this is the one book that all lovers of the
supernatural and psychological terror will want on their shelves interactive
storylines allow readers to chose more than two dozen possible endings a guest
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speaker who is actually an ant like demon queen arrives at sunnydale to talk about
self esteem and to recruit drone like workers to build her colony it s tough being a
teenage slayer on the verge of failing her junior year thanks to annoying principal
snyder who seems to be acting even stranger than usual lately buffy agrees to meet
with a tutor not helping her studies is the fact that lately she s been exhausted
waking up each morning feeling more tired than she did the night before to make
matters even worse she s tasked with investigating the disappearance of a child a
little girl who happens to have gone missing mere hours before a child vampire
surfaced in sunnydale accompanied by a wheelchair bound male who fits spike s
description perfectly fighting off exhaustion and uneasy at the prospect of staking a
child vamp buffy learns that principal snyder is the target of a sleep deprivation
spell that has taken over sunnydale putting aside her fear that her tutor is out to
get her and hoping that the sleeping spell is affecting both humans and demons
buffy investigates snyder s odd behavior she follows him to his childhood home to
discover that he has arranged to have his abusive mother banished to the demon
dimension meanwhile drusilla who has been playing mother figure to the child
vampire is learning how difficult it is to be a parent as sleep takes hold of the
citizens of sunnydale buffy begins to realize that unless she breaks the spell soon
the nightmare is just beginning buffy and the scoobies hope to drain willow s power
but willow s anger is endless and she wants to bring tara back no matter what the
cost willow is back in sunnydale and she may have to use her powers
doppelgÄngland sunnydale five years into the future a bleak post apocalyptic future
for which the slayer herself is responsible her mother has been killed angel is
missing and presumed dead her friends are different harder but that s not the worst
of it buffy s enemies are different too in this alternate reality old foes are wreaking
havoc in vampire dominated southern california this in and of itself is no surprise
but when buffy learns that even the vicious spike is merely a minion lackey to the
chief bloodsucker she is rocked to the core for he serves none other than giles the
vampire king whom buffy must face and conquer as her friends back in real time
struggle to bring her disembodied spirit home to be continued what is the true
measure of a champion in the nineteenth century a boy named william was born a
sweet gentle boy no one could have guessed the suffering he d cause the pain he d
inflict when as a young man he meets a woman called drusilla a strange woman a
woman unlike anyone william has ever known he is fundamentally changed she has
turned him there will be no more william he is spike now as spike he travels europe
with a band of vagabond vampires dru darla and angelus instruct him on his new
nature and from them he learns about that greatest of vampiric enemies the girl
who is chosen to stand up against them trained to kill them endowed with the
strength it takes to defeat them the slayer then and there spike decides he ll hunt
down those slayers he ll see how many he can find who would have thought then
that he d fight on the slayer s side who would have guessed that spike once william
would go out and seek his soul for a slayer who would have dared dream he d fall in
love with one buffy gains a mysterious benefactor and investigates when a virus
hits her town of sunnydale california and ruins the local vampires food supply giles
attempting to make a deal with a demon to protect vampire slayer buffy summers is
taken on trip to the past to relive again the trials and tribulations of eighteenth
nineteenth and soon to be twentieth birthdays buffy has not noticed that the new
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video game has been creepy and then anya is abducted and buffy has to bring her
back to sunnydale from southern california to sedona arizona from oden tal to pylea
the war between the dimensions is heating up as buffy and angel face off against
the demon lir and the huntress jhiera willow sets off on a trail of vengeance and
magick gathering to prepare a spell that will bring tara back to life buffy s former
flame riley finn is up to his neck in vampires in an arizona mexico border town
surprisingly he turns to angel for advice while his wife calls the slayer for help
romantic bloodlines are about to converge in a town that is not what it seems
original the big bad since her mother s death buffy summers has had a hard time
keeping her chin up suddenly finding herself alone and in charge of dawn is
certainly daunting and being responsible at the same time for saving the world well
it s pressure and lately the slayer is feeling bogged down by the little things buffy
has a toothache but no dental insurance as if her financial problems weren t
overwhelming enough already and anya and xander are being held hostage in their
own home by a plague of ants everyone is determined not to sweat the small stuff
until spike discovers economy sized evil wreaking havoc in weatherly park mini
monsters are perfectly capable of mega trouble and in order to stop them the slayer
s going to have to think small buffy is concerned about her sister s new friend
because she saw the new friend one night while on patrol
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Prophecies 2017-09-26
buffy summers adjustment to life at u s sunnydale has not gone smoothly she feels
awkward insecure and a bit jealous that willow s all over the college life so when the
spirit of deceased slayer lucy hanover appears to buffy in a dream with news of
impending danger the timing couldn t be worse besides there s plenty of evil afoot
as it is a unified troop of vampires has descended upon sunnydale operating with a
cohesion unusual to most bloodsuckers giles thinks a spell will help the gang
combat these foes but tension between buffy and willow gets in the way of demon
hunting before long a single moment of bad judgment catapults buffy into an
alternate future dimension where vampires reign supreme imprisoned in the body
of her 24 tear old self the slayer must uncover her past misstep and correct it or
risk facing a terrifying monster that she herself has created

Prophecies 2001-08
the first in a new serial novel begins with the spirit of deceased slayer lucy hanover
appearing to buffy in a dream with news of danger with a unified troop of vampires
in sunnydale the timing couldn t be worse but a moment of bad judgment catapults
buffy into the body of her 24 year old self a prisoner in an alternate reality that is
beyond her worst nightmares

Prophecies 2001
buffy has found it harder than she thought it would be to adjust to college life the
situation s not helped by the fact that willow s adapted to uc sunnydale like she was
made for it buffy feels out of place insecure and jealous of the ease with which
willow has fitted in so when the spirit of dead slayer lucy hanover warns buffy in a
dream of imminent disaster the timing could hardly be worse before long a single
moment of bad judgement catapults buffy into a alternate future dimension where
evil triumphs and vampires rule supreme imprisoned in the body of her 24 year old
self she must uncover her past misstep and correct it otherwise she must face a
truly terrible monster that she herself has created prophecies is the first part of a
novel in four installments followed in consecutive months by dark times king of the
dead and the climactic conclusion to the quartet original sins

Original Sins 2017-09-26
homecoming joyce summers is dead spike has been slain and faith rogue slayer is
gone as well southern california has fallen under vampire rule and rupert giles is
vampire king buffy can hold no one but herself responsible for this grim possible
future her own insecurities and petty jealousies led to this moment she must now
gather her inner strength and combat the demon that inhabits the corpse of her
most trusted mentor with the help of willow and the slayerettes buffy must invoke
the elements stave off a vampire stronghold and return to her real time body but
not before identifying and preventing the misstep that brought about the
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oppression of those she holds closest the conclusion

Dark Times 2001
when buffy wakes up in what appears to be an alternate future she is appalled to
discover that evil has overrun southern california and that vampires rule her friends
have rallied to fight a rearguard action against the new order but they are very
different from the friends she thought she knew willow is a fully fledged sorceress
xander a battle scarred humourless veteran and oz a frightening split personality
but what shocks buffy most of all is that faith is gone all her bravado unable to help
her and a new slayer has been called in her stead back in the present buffy s friends
are puzzled by her behaviour unaware that the prophet inhabits her body either
they are going to have to find a way to bring her back to them or buffy herself
trapped in her dark future will have to find her own way home if she can overcome
the nightmare that awaits her

The Buffyverse Catalog 2015-08-21
this bibliographic guide covers the buffyverse the fictional worlds of the acclaimed
television series buffy the vampire slayer 1997 2003 and its spinoff angel 1999
2004 as well as the original buffy feature film of 1992 it is the largest and most
inclusive work of its kind the author organizes and describes both the original texts
of the buffyverse episodes dvds novels comic books games and more and the
secondary materials created about the shows including books essays articles
documentaries dissertations fan production and websites this vast and diverse
collection of information about these two seminal shows and their feature film
forebear provides an accessible authoritative and comprehensive survey of the
subject

The Lost Slayer Bind-Up 2003
in her freshman year at u c sunnydale buffy summers is visited by a prophecy of
impending danger and catapulted into an alternate future dimension where
vampires run amok because of a mistake she made

Dusted: The Unauthorized Guide to Buffy the
Vampire Slayer 2003-12-16
the ultimate guide for every buffy fan the unauthorized but highly professional and
sexy dusted details and reviews all 144 episodes of buffy the vampire slayer in
exhaustive detail with story summaries quotes notes on magic character
development a rolling slayer kill count and more jointly written by lawrence miles
faction paradox lars pearson wizard magazine and christa dickson metaphorce
designs this beefy guide also contains information on the buffy comic and novel
series plus heaps of behind the scenes details on this phenomenal tv show
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Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Philosophy
2011-04-15
twenty three essays by young professional philosophers examine crucial ethical and
metaphysical aspects of the buffyverse the world of buffy though the show already
attracted much scholarly attention this is the first book to fully disinter the
intellectual issues designed by whedon as a multilevel story with most of its
meanings deeply buried in heaps of heavy irony buffy the vampire slayer has
replaced the x files as the show that explains to americans the nature of the
powerful forces of evil continually threatening to surge into our world of everyday
decency and overwhelm it in the tradition of the classic horror films buffy the
vampire slayer addresses ethical issues that have long fascinated audiences this
book draws out the ethical and metaphysical lessons from a pop culture
phenomenon

The Whedonverse Catalog 2018-05-21
director producer and screenwriter joss whedon is a creative force in film television
comic books and a host of other media this book provides an authoritative survey of
all of whedon s work ranging from his earliest scriptwriting on roseanne through his
many movie and tv undertakings toy story buffy the vampire slayer angel firefly
serenity dr horrible the cabin in the woods and agents of s h i e l d to his forays into
the marvel cinematic universe the book covers both the original texts of the
whedonverse and the many secondary works focusing on whedon s projects
including about 2000 books essays articles documentaries and dissertations

The Quotable Slayer 2003
this complete collection of the funniest most telling and often poignant quotes from
the emmy nominated show includes categories cross references and a full color 8
page photo insert original

Warrior 2014
kira the yellow eyed demon slayer of hansong continues her quest to find the lost
treasures of the dragon king s prophecy save her cousin the prince unite her
kingdom and defeat the demon lord

Once Upon a Time in a Dark and Scary Book
2018-05-25
contemporary american horror literature for children and young adults has two bold
messages for readers adults are untrustworthy unreliable and often dangerous and
the monster always wins as it must if there is to be a sequel examining the young
adult horror series and the religious horror series for children left behind the kids for
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the first time and tracing the unstoppable monster to seuss s cat in the hat this
book sheds new light on the problematic message produced by the combination of
marketing and books for contemporary american young readers

Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Carnival of Souls
2006-04-29
something wicked evil this way comes there s something troubling about professor
caligari s traveling carnival perhaps it s that no one can recall the arrival of its hard
to miss caravan of old style wagons countless performers and horse drawn carts
maybe it s the creepy calliope music that tirelessly beckons visitors let s face it an
enigma that chooses sunnydale nearly guarantees it s up to more than wholesome
family entertainment after a visit to the carnival s hall of mirrors a once shy pair of
homely sophomore twins parades the halls of sunnydale high like diva supermodels
on a runway intuiting the twins abrupt personality change as more than a self
confidence boost buffy joined by angel giles and the rest of the scoobies decides to
investigate the suspicious carnival firsthand but soon it s apparent that the price of
admission is higher than she imagined those who enter the carnival s attractions
exit changed each of the gang soon shows extreme displays of vice willow is
wracked with envy cordelia s greed consumes her xander unleashes his gluttony
angel reveals a lusty new persona and a dark anger rises in giles but it s buffy s now
blinding pride that threatens to overpower her and in the process destroy those she
loves

Tales of the Slayer 2017-11-28
into every generation a slayer is born one girl in all the world to find the vampires
where they gather and to stop the spread of their evil and the swell of their
numbers in our time that girl is buffy summers but buffy is merely one slayer in an
eternal continuum of warriors for the powers that be we ve known of others the
primal slayer who stalked the earth and the forces of darkness in fierce solitude
nikki the funky hipster whose demise at spike s hands lent an urban edge to his
wardrobe and a bigger bounce to his swagger slayers by nature have a limited life
expectancy for each one who falls another rises to take her place tales of the slayer
vol 1 chronicles slayers past who have influenced and are influenced by the
traditions and mythologies of yore from ancient greece to aristocratic slayers
holding court in revolution era france to the legend of the bloody countess elizabeth
bathory to 1920 s munich each girl has a personal history a shared moral code and
a commitment to conquer evil regardless of the cost

Queen of the Slayers 2005-06
there is no time for buffy to take a vacation and she could be facing death because
there is a lot of evil in the world
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Go Ask Malice 2006-07
faith is told her destiny by diana dormer because she is the chosen one who will
stand alone against the vampires the demons and the forces of darkness

The Deathless 2018-05-15
as if ring day weren t enough to make buffy summers anxious she can t even afford
one of the less expensive silver bands the slayer has her hands full trying to figure
out why an average split level house in sunnydale has all the vampires spooked
when she arrives at the library to discuss this new development with giles a
package he s received from an old folklorist in russia reveals what s going on the
stars are properly aligned for an attempt to resurrect koschei the deathless a long
dead evil sorcerer so while her classmates are busy choosing rings to demonstrate
their school spirit buffy must figure out how to keep someone from reviving koschei
and should she need to resort to plan b how to kill him again a little investigating
soon leads buffy and the gang to the necromancer who originally killed the sorcerer
an immortal russian sorceress named yulia dryanushkina who can control vampires
which explains their reluctance to pass by her place of residence when the crew
pays yulia a visit she assures them that with willow s assistance she would be able
to kill the sorcerer again should he be revived neither buffy nor willow are
particularly comfortable with aligning themselves with the necromancer but they
have no other choice when twenty four hours later the vampires start behaving
strangely and half the senior class goes missing

Cursed 2003-11
the vampire spike goes to los angeles where he teams up with his former partner
angel

Afterimage 2006-01-24
real life battles reel life when the grand reopening of the sunnydale drive in
unleashes a cast of movie monsters on the town original

Bad Bargain 2018-01-30
off the rack gives me hives cordelia out of mind out of sight the scoobies are used
to being personally affected when demonic nasties come to sunnydale and they re
used to strange things happening at sunnydale high after all the place is built over
the hellmouth but they ve sealed the hellmouth so they don t think anything s out
of the ordinary when items to be sold at the first annual band fund raising rummage
sale are stored in the school basement which one might recall is directly above that
hellmouth once the rummage sale begins it s clear the stuff for sale is far from
ordinary people seem to be strangely affected by the items they re buying things
from undemonic homes donated by undemonic people so the reactions these items
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are producing are to say the least unexpected willow s acting weird so s xander and
even buffy s mom bought something the situation quickly spins out of control and
the school has to be quarantined leaving buffy and giles to sort things out before
whatever demon this is sells them down the river

Night Terrors 2005-11-22
you make your own destiny with the interactive story lines your decisions determine
your fate do you have what it takes to be a slayer or will you fail and summon a
successor

Keep Me in Mind 2005
you make your own destiny with the interactive story lines your decisions determine
your fate do you have what it takes to be a slayer or will you fail and summon a
successor

The Suicide King 2005
interactive storylines allow readers to control the action and advance the story by
their choices leading toward more than two dozen possible endings in this slayer
adventure that returns buffy summers and the scoobies to the glory days of high
school original

Portal Through Time 2006-11-28
buffy thought she d finished the master when she dusted him but in sunnydale
things have a way of coming back the master may be dead but he is not forgotten
one of the vampire lord s devotees sets out to alter the past so that he can
resurrect the master without buffy s meddling when he conjures up a portal to
transport his minions through time the vampires are poised to murder the most
powerful slayers in history it is up to the scoobies to stop the master s followers
before they break the chain of slayers giles xander willow and buffy pursue the
vamps back in time through the portal to save the slayers of the past they must
track the bloodsuckers from the french revolution to the american civil war without
getting detected or worse but you can t change the past without changing the
present

The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror 13
2012-03-01
number 13 lucky for horror fans this award winning anthology series has now
reached its thirteenth spectacular volume and to mark the event steve jones has
chosen only the very best short stories and novellas by today s finest exponents of
the horror genre contributors to this volume include gala blau ramsey campbell
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dennis etchison charles grant glen hirshberg chico kidd nancy kilpatrick paul j
mcauley conrad williams also featuring the most comprehensive overview of the
year a fascinating necrology and a list of useful contacts this is the one book that all
lovers of the supernatural and psychological terror will want on their shelves

Colony 2005-10
interactive storylines allow readers to chose more than two dozen possible endings
a guest speaker who is actually an ant like demon queen arrives at sunnydale to
talk about self esteem and to recruit drone like workers to build her colony

One Thing or Your Mother 2008-01-01
it s tough being a teenage slayer on the verge of failing her junior year thanks to
annoying principal snyder who seems to be acting even stranger than usual lately
buffy agrees to meet with a tutor not helping her studies is the fact that lately she s
been exhausted waking up each morning feeling more tired than she did the night
before to make matters even worse she s tasked with investigating the
disappearance of a child a little girl who happens to have gone missing mere hours
before a child vampire surfaced in sunnydale accompanied by a wheelchair bound
male who fits spike s description perfectly fighting off exhaustion and uneasy at the
prospect of staking a child vamp buffy learns that principal snyder is the target of a
sleep deprivation spell that has taken over sunnydale putting aside her fear that her
tutor is out to get her and hoping that the sleeping spell is affecting both humans
and demons buffy investigates snyder s odd behavior she follows him to his
childhood home to discover that he has arranged to have his abusive mother
banished to the demon dimension meanwhile drusilla who has been playing mother
figure to the child vampire is learning how difficult it is to be a parent as sleep takes
hold of the citizens of sunnydale buffy begins to realize that unless she breaks the
spell soon the nightmare is just beginning

Broken Sunrise 2004-09
buffy and the scoobies hope to drain willow s power but willow s anger is endless
and she wants to bring tara back no matter what the cost

Apocalypse Memories 2004
willow is back in sunnydale and she may have to use her powers

King of the Dead 2017-09-26
doppelgÄngland sunnydale five years into the future a bleak post apocalyptic future
for which the slayer herself is responsible her mother has been killed angel is
missing and presumed dead her friends are different harder but that s not the worst
of it buffy s enemies are different too in this alternate reality old foes are wreaking
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havoc in vampire dominated southern california this in and of itself is no surprise
but when buffy learns that even the vicious spike is merely a minion lackey to the
chief bloodsucker she is rocked to the core for he serves none other than giles the
vampire king whom buffy must face and conquer as her friends back in real time
struggle to bring her disembodied spirit home to be continued

Spark and Burn 2017-09-26
what is the true measure of a champion in the nineteenth century a boy named
william was born a sweet gentle boy no one could have guessed the suffering he d
cause the pain he d inflict when as a young man he meets a woman called drusilla a
strange woman a woman unlike anyone william has ever known he is fundamentally
changed she has turned him there will be no more william he is spike now as spike
he travels europe with a band of vagabond vampires dru darla and angelus instruct
him on his new nature and from them he learns about that greatest of vampiric
enemies the girl who is chosen to stand up against them trained to kill them
endowed with the strength it takes to defeat them the slayer then and there spike
decides he ll hunt down those slayers he ll see how many he can find who would
have thought then that he d fight on the slayer s side who would have guessed that
spike once william would go out and seek his soul for a slayer who would have
dared dream he d fall in love with one

Mortal Fear 2003-09
buffy gains a mysterious benefactor and investigates when a virus hits her town of
sunnydale california and ruins the local vampires food supply

The Journals of Rupert Giles 2002-02
giles attempting to make a deal with a demon to protect vampire slayer buffy
summers is taken on trip to the past to relive again the trials and tribulations of
eighteenth nineteenth and soon to be twentieth birthdays

Crossings 2002
buffy has not noticed that the new video game has been creepy and then anya is
abducted and buffy has to bring her back to sunnydale

Heat 2004
from southern california to sedona arizona from oden tal to pylea the war between
the dimensions is heating up as buffy and angel face off against the demon lir and
the huntress jhiera
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The Darkening 2004-05-04
willow sets off on a trail of vengeance and magick gathering to prepare a spell that
will bring tara back to life

Seven Crows 2003
buffy s former flame riley finn is up to his neck in vampires in an arizona mexico
border town surprisingly he turns to angel for advice while his wife calls the slayer
for help romantic bloodlines are about to converge in a town that is not what it
seems original

Little Things 2018-12-11
the big bad since her mother s death buffy summers has had a hard time keeping
her chin up suddenly finding herself alone and in charge of dawn is certainly
daunting and being responsible at the same time for saving the world well it s
pressure and lately the slayer is feeling bogged down by the little things buffy has a
toothache but no dental insurance as if her financial problems weren t
overwhelming enough already and anya and xander are being held hostage in their
own home by a plague of ants everyone is determined not to sweat the small stuff
until spike discovers economy sized evil wreaking havoc in weatherly park mini
monsters are perfectly capable of mega trouble and in order to stop them the slayer
s going to have to think small

Sweet Sixteen 2002-04-02
buffy is concerned about her sister s new friend because she saw the new friend
one night while on patrol
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